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“DMX512 requires three conductors - Signal-Common, Data– and Data+ . . .”

This month, I continue the DMX512 theme by reviewing
connectors and cables. DMX512 connectors and cables
are a regular theme on the Artistic Licence Help Desk,
so I’ve tried to answer all the key questions in this column.
Firstly, let’s look at the conductors. DMX512 requires three
conductors, which are called Signal-Common, Data– and
Data+. The latter two must be a twisted pair (see sidebar for an
explanation). The choice of cable is very much dependent on the
choice of connector and the intended application. The DMX512
standard allows three connectors:
• 5-pin XLR
• RJ45
• Screw terminals and punch-down

C

5-PIN XLR
The main connector used for DMX512 is the 5-pin XLR, the
conductors are allocated as shown below . . .
Pin

Function

1

Signal-Common

2

Data-

3

Data+

4
5
It’s worth noting that this is true for both DMX512 and RDM
(Remote Device Management). There is a myth that RDM uses
pins 4 and 5, which is absolutely wrong.
The XLR5 is wired with a screened twisted pair cable. The
screen - a cylindrical conductor that covers the twisted pair connects to pin 1 at both ends. The metal shell of the connector
must not be connected. There are numerous quality cables
available, including the AC Lighting Datasafe and TMB Proplex
ranges.
RJ45
The RJ45 is the same connector used for ethernet and,
indeed, it was chosen such that ethernet cables could be
used for DMX512. The RJ45 is officially only allowed inside
a control room, not as a general-purpose connector. However,
that recommendation dates back to when the RJ45 was only
available as a rather fragile plastic connector. Modern metal
connectors, such as the Neutrik EtherCon, mean the connector
is now frequently seen on products.
RJ45s are connected using Cat5 or Cat5e or Cat6. These
different variants are important in the ethernet world, but don’t
matter for DMX512 because it is so much slower.
These Cat cables contain four separate twisted pairs which

are wired with a specific sequence for ethernet. The table below
shows the wiring, and you can see that pair 2 is used for the
DMX512 data and that both conductors of pair 4 are used for
signal-common . . .
Pair

Pin

2

1

White/Orange

2
3

3
1
4

Colour

Function

XLR Pin

Data+

Pin 3

Orange

Data-

Pin 2

White/Green

Data B+

Pin 5

6

Green

Data B-

Pin4

4

Blue

Not Assigned

5

White/Blue

Not Assigned

7

White/Brown

Signal-Common

Pin 1

8

Brown

Signal-Common

Pin 1

I’m regularly asked why there’s no screen connection when one
is mandated for the XLR5. There are two main reasons:
1. A cable screen and twisted pairs are both designed to help
reduce electrical interference. However, the screen really
only helps at frequencies much higher than those used by
DMX512.
2. There are screened versions of ethernet cables. The widely
used un-screened cable is called UTP (Un-screened Twisted
Pair), and the screened version is called STP (Screened
Twisted Pair). However, when an STP cable is used to
manufacture an RJ45 ethernet cable, the screen connects
to a conductor on the outside of the RJ45. That connection
usually connects to the metal case of the product and in
a DMX512 system can lead to massive earth loop problems.
So, screened STP cable should be avoided in most
situations. Incidentally, the terms ‘shield’ and ‘screen’ are
interchangeable, so in the US a cable screen is called
a shield.
SCREW AND PUNCH-DOWN TERMINALS
Many DMX512 products designed for installation into electrical
cabinets will have screw terminals or punch-down terminals.
The latter is the type you see on the back of ethernet or telecom
patch bays and requires a small tool to push each conductor
into a groove that cuts the insulation and makes an electrical
connection.
CONCLUSION
I hope this has provided some clarity. Next month, I will be
reporting on the TSP (Technical Standards Programme)
conference which ran in parallel to January’s Anaheim-based
NAMM show. I
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PHYSICAL LAYER
The electrical interface of a communication system is
known as the Physical Layer. DMX512 uses an electrical
interface called RS485. The key feature of RS485 is that
data is sent as a balanced transmission over a twisted
pair.
Balanced transmission involves sending both the
data (usually called Data+) and an inverted copy
(Data–). As the name suggests, a twisted pair is simply
two conductors twisted around each other. Data+ is
transmitted on one conductor and Data– on the other.
The purpose is to reduce the amount of electrical noise
or interference that can be picked up by the signal.
To understand why, consider the following drawing
of a digital signal on a single wire (an un-balanced
transmission) . . .
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The red indicates electrical noise, and you can see it has
destroyed the underlying signal.
In contrast, the drawing below shows what happens
with the balanced transmission. Because the wires
are twisted very close to each other, any electrical
interference is picked up equally on both wires . . .
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The clever part happens at the receiver: it subtracts
the two signals. If you remember back-to-high-school
maths, two minuses make a plus. Thus, the electrical
interference disappears.
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The concept of balanced transmission is also widely used
in audio - for microphones - for exactly the same reason.
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